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Do you like to do a lot of written work? Countries with a very different language but an international culture e.
All correspondence with regard to changes to your booking need to be dealt with directly with the hostel.
Languages from the Germanic family e. Switzerland, Germany Western European countries where English is
widely spoken e. Never monolithic, what makes listening to Van Anh so enjoyable is the intricate way of
combining all these sounds, bridging music from the past and the present. Why do you want to learn English?
Have you ever been in an English speaking country? Please read them and click 'I Accept' below to continue
with your booking General Group Booking Terms By making a group reservation through Hostelworld.
Korean, Arabic, Thai, Japanese 3. Cancellations for reservations must be made directly with the hostel and
must conform with the individual hostels cancellation policy see below It is your responsibility to pay the
balance of your accommodation cost to the hostel in accordance with their payment conditions see below.
What is your mother tongue? Languages with a non-roman way of writing e. Besides from having shared the
stage with several heavyweights, Van Anh also hosts her own event in Rotterdam called Isotoop - a platform
created to explore projects and experiment with sounds as she pleases. Individual hostels may have special
booking conditions relating to group stays, please read the hostel booking conditions carefully before making
your reservation. The booking deposit is non-refundable. How fast do you want to learn? In order to make a
group reservation on Hostelworld. If you have lived in an English speaking country, how long was it for?
Korea, Brazil, African countries, Arab countries. The concept is all about channelling new expressions of
creativity further into the unknown, in a genuine attempt to open people's minds to new sounds. Mistakes
based on your first language are greater where the language is very different e. The name 'Van Anh', which
translates to 'clouds', fits her hypnagogic magnetic way of mixing like a glove, allowing her to withdraw from
any fixed-genre sets and rather resonate to the sound waves of her liking. Read more. Have you learned other
languages before? Have you studied English before? Japanese or Korean, or where it is very similar but
differences are culturally important e. How old are you? The latter is a continuation of Perron, Rotterdam's
underground hotspot that has welcomed some of the biggest names in electronic music. Non-European
languages with a roman alphabet 4. Japan, Finland European countries where English is little used e. That she
knows how to shepherd an audience is underlined by her residencies at Den Haag based The Crave and
Rotterdam based Transportbedrijf. How do you like to learn? Van Anh Artist Amsterdam based devotee Van
Anh is a DJ pur sang with over a decade of experience to her name, making her the respected artist we get to
enjoy today. France, Spain, Italy European countries where English is important e. Students whose mother
tongue has a non-roman alphabet are often slower learners at first. Failure to do so may result in your
reservation being cancelled by the hostel. Students from some countries learn English more slowly â€”
cultural differences and language differences play a large part in this. The balance is due directly to the hostel
according to their payment conditions. French, Spanish, Italian 5. Whether it's a warming-up, the peak of the
night or a closing set, she will seamlessly move you on the dance floor.


